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We investigate symmetry properties of solutions of systems of semilinear elliptic 
equations. The two main tools we use consist of the maximum principle and the 
device of moving parallel planes to a critical position and then showing that the 
solution is symmetric about the limiting plane. An application to the Belousov- 
Zhabotinskii chemical reaction is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate symmetry properties of solutions of the 
problem 
Aui +J;:(u ,,..., 24,) = 0 in R, i = l,..., n, (1.1) 
where Q is a domain in R”, and such that for each i, 
ui>OinQ and ui=O on X2. (1.2) 
The functions J (1 < i < n) are assumed to be C’ and satisfy 
& p0 for k # i, 1 <i, k < n. 
k 
The associated reaction-diffusion problem consists of the system 
2 = Aui +A@, ,..., u,,), i = l,..., n. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Equations of the form (1.4) arise in modelling spatial phenomena in a 
variety of biological and chemical problems. Equations (1.1) describe the 
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time-independent solutions of (1.4) and are thus useful for determing spatial 
structures to which solutions of (1.4) will hopefully evolve as time t 
increases. In Section 3 we give an example of a model which has the form 
(1.4) and satisfies condition (1.3). 
Our goal is to determine a class of domains .L? such that the solution of 
(l.l)-(1.2), is symmetric in one or more of the space variables x1,..., X, 
about a point in R. In particular, if B is a ball, then the solution is radically 
symmetric in x, ,..., x,. If we do not predetermine Q, but rather add the 
further condition &,/& = ci on a0 (1 < i < n), where ci is a constant and v 
is the outer normal to 30, then Q must be a call in Rm (e.g., a disk in R*) 
and the solution is radially symmetry in x1,.,.,x,,,. 
There are two main mathematical tools which we use in our analysis of 
Eqs. (1.1). The first is the maximum principle. As shown in Section 2, 
condition (1.3) guarantees that the maximum principle applies to the system 
(1.1). 
Besides the maximum principle the other main tool we use consists of 
moving parallel planes to a critical position and then showing that the 
solution is symmetric about the limiting plane. A more detailed discussion is 
given in Section 2. Serrin 161 used these methods in the scalar case and 
proved the following: 
THEOREM A [ 6]. Let R be a domain whose boundary is of class C2 in 
R”. Let u E C’(d) be a positive solution of 
Au=-1 in J2, 
u=o 
and 
%= const on 30, 
I3 
where v denotes the unit outer normal to XI. Then D is a ball in Rm and u is 
radially symmetric and has the Jorm u = (b’ - r2j/2m. 
Recently, Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg 141 employed the same methods and 
generalized Serrin’s theorem in 
THEOREM 0 [4]. Zn the ball 0: 1x1 <R in R” let u > 0 be a solution in 
CZ(J=q of 
Au +f(u) = 0 
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in D with boundary condition 
u=O on 13J2 
where f E CL. Then u is radially symmetric in x, ,.,,, x,. 
In Section 2 we state the maximum principle for systems of the form (1.1) 
and (1.3). We also discuss the Hopf boundary lemma and its extension to 
domains with corners. Section 3 contains the statement of our main results 
together with an application. The proofs are given in Section 4. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Two of the main tools we use are the maximum principle and the related 
Hopf boundary lemma. We first present the scalar versions and then discuss 
their extensions to systems. 
LEMMA 2.1 [5, p. 611. Let u(x, ,..., x,) satisfy the dzBrentia1 inequality 
+ f b,(x)$O 
i=l I 
in a domain D E R”, where L is unzform& elliptic. Suppose that the coef- 
ficients aij and bi are uniformly bounded. If u attains a maximum M at a 
point of D, then u = M in D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If u < 0 in D and u = 0 at some point in D, then u = 0 
in D. 
LEMMA 2.2 [S, p. 2121. Let u & 0 in R satisfy (2.1). Suppose that there 
is a ball B c SJ with a point P E a52 on its boundary and suppose that u is 
continuous in 0 U (P} and u(P) = 0. If u f 0 in B, then we have 
au(P)/& > 0 for an outward directional derivative at P, in the sense that if0 
approaches P in B along a radius, then 
lim ‘(‘) - ‘<Q> > 0 
P'P IP-Ql ' (2.2) 
We also need a version of the Hopf lemma which applies to domains with 
corners. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Serrin [6, p. 2141). Let D* E R”’ be a domain with C2 
boundary and let T be a plane containing the normal to aD* at some point 
Q. Let D be the portion of D* lying on some particular side of T. 
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Suppose that w is of class C2 in d and satisj?es 
Aw<O in D, 
while also w > 0 in D and w = 0 at Q. Let s denote any direction at Q which 
enters D non-tangentially. Then either 
aw(Q> > o a’w(Q) 
as 
Or ->o 
ad 
unless w = 0 in D. 
Next, we discuss the extension of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 to systems. 
Define the operators 
+ 2 b,‘(X)-&’ i = l,..., n, 
j=l J 
where Li is uniformly elliptic for each i. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let ui(x , ,..., x,), 1 < i < n, satisfy the system of differential 
inequalities 
LiUi+ ~ CjjUj~O 
j=l 
(2.3) 
in a domain D CR”‘. Suppose that the coeflcients ajk, bj, Cij are uniformly 
bounded in D, and that for x E D, 
Cij(X) > 0, i#j, 1 <i, j< n. (2.4) 
Further, assume that 
ui<O in D for all i. 
If, for some k, uk = 0 at an interior point of D, then uk = 0 in D. 
Proof Define vi = e -“‘ui for 1 < i < n. Then vi satisfies 
(2.5) 
0 < LiUi= L;Vi + (a2a,, + ab, + Cti) VI + C CiiUi, (2.6) 
i+i 
where L; is an elliptic operator containing no zeroth-order terms. For large a 
and all i, a2a,, + ab, + Cii > 0 since aI,, b, and cii are bounded, and a,, is 
bounded above zero. From this, (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) it follows that 
L:vi>O in 0, i = l,..., n, (2.7) 
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and ui > 0 in 0. Since Eq. (2.7) is decoupled, then Corollary 2.1 applies. 
That is, if for some j, vj = 0 at an interior point of a, then Vj = 0. 
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 we obtain the 
following two lemmas which are extensions of the Hopf lemma and the Hopf 
“corner” lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let ui, i = l,.,., n, satisfy (2.3) in D with ui < 0 in D. 
Assume that the coeflcients ajk, bi, Cij are uniformly bounded in D and that 
(2.4) holds. Suppose that there is a ball K 5 D with a point P E 80 such that 
for each i, ui is continuous in KU {P} and u,(P) = 0. If Uj f 0 in K for some 
j, then auj(P)/& > 0 for each outward directional derivative. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let D*, D, Q, T, satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3. Let 
Wi, i= I,..., n, satisfy the dtfirential inequality (2.3). Assume that wt > 0 in 
D for all i and that there is a j such that Wj > 0 in D and wj(Q) = 0. Let s be 
any direction at Q which enters D non-tangentially. Then either 
awj(Q> > 0 
& 
or a’Wj(Q> > o 
A2 
unless wj = 0. 
Another of the main tools we use consists of the procedure of moving up 
planes perpendicular to a fixed direction and we now give a brief description. 
We assume that R is a bounded domain in Rm with smooth (e.g., C’) 
boundary. Let y be a unit vector in Rm and let TJ denote the hyperplane 
y - x = 1. For sufficiently large 1 > 0 the plane TX does not intersect d since 
S2 is bounded. We decrease 1 (i.e., the plane moves continuously toward Q, 
preserving the normal) until TA begins to intersect 6. From that value of 1 
on, the plane T, cuts off from G an “open cap,” C(i), the part of I2 on the 
same side of TA as TX. Let Z’(A) denote the reflection of I=(A) in the plane 
TA. At the beginning Z’(I) c a and as 1 decreases X’(A) c f2, at least until 
one of the following occurs: 
(i) Z’(1) becomes internally tangent to &2 at some point P 4 T,, or, 
(ii) T, reaches a position at which it is orthogonal to XI at some 
QE T,nX?. 
We denote by Tn,: y . x = A, the plane T, when it first reaches a position 
such that (i) or (ii) holds. It is easy to see that C’(I1,) c 0. Also we define 
,$, = inf{X ( 11 if 1 < ,I < 1, then T, n d = 0J. 
Thus, 1, denotes the first value of ,I for which T1 intersects 6. 
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It may be that if we decrease 1 below A,, then the reflection E’(1) of c(n) 
in the plane TA continues to be contained in R. In that case E’(1) E J2 for 
R E [A,, A,], where 
Thus, X(1,) is called the optimal cap corresponding to the direction y, and at 
;1 = 1, either (i) or (ii) above must occur. 
3. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Theorems 1 and 2 below are generalizations to systems of Theorem A and 
B for the scalar problem described in Section 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ball of radius R in R”. Let u, (i = l,..., n) 
denote a solution in C’(D) of 
dUi +fi(U* )..., U,) = 0 
where fi is C’ and satisfies condition (1.3). Assume that 
(3.1) 
ui > 0 in 0 and u,=O on &I for all i. (3.2) 
Then for each i, ui is radiaEIy symmetric and &+I& < 0 for 0 < r < R. 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 c_ R” be a domain whose boundary is of class C’. 
Let ui, 1 < i< n, satisfy Eq. (3.1) and condition (3.2), and further 
&+/afi = ci on %2, (3.3) 
where Ci is a constant and ii denotes the outer normal to &I. Then R inust be 
a ball and ui is radially symmetric with &q/ar < 0 for 0 < r <R and 
l<i<n. 
An application. The Field-Noyes [2,3] model of the Belousov- 
Zhabotinskii reaction in a one-dimensional capillary tube consists of the 
system 
ax 82~ 
~==~+s(y-xy+x-qx*)I $ + q-T Y), 
$ = $ (-y - xy tfi) = G(x, y, z,f >, 
a2 
- = &(X - z), at 
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where 0 < E < 1, s = 77.27, q = 8.375 x 10m6, x(r [HB,O,], ya [B;], 
za [Ce(IV)]. Equations (3.4)-(3.6) have a unique constant solution 
contained in the region x > 0, y > 0, z > 0 and which is given by (x,, yO, z,J 
where 
x0 = (1 -f- 4 t ((1 -f - 4)* t 4q(l +s))y2>/&?, 
zo=&J, 
Yo =fxolU + x0)* 
During the formation of a wave front z z z,,, its steady-state value. Thus, 
setting &/& = 0 and z =x0 in Eq. (3.Q we obtain 
$ = Gk Y, zo , $1. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Next, it is reasonable [3] to take diffusion in y into consideration. Also, 
since the reaction can also take place in two and three dimensions we extend 
Eqs. (3.7)-(3.8) to the system 
i?X 
x = Ax + l+, Y), 
z = Ay + G(x, Y, zo ,f), (3.10) 
where A E a’/# + . . . + a*/aci, n = 1, 2, 3. The physically relevant region 
in x, y space is defined by the set 
The vector field (z) points into D, along aD L. Therefore, by _a theore_m of 
Conway and Smoller [l ] it follows that if a solution (x(t, {), y(t, [)) of 
Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) satisfies 
(x(0, c;), ~(0, c)) E D, Vti 
then 
(x(& f), Y(& cl> E D, Vt>O and all c 
Au t F(u t x,,, y,, - u) = 0, (3.14) 
do - G(u t x0, y, - u) = 0. (3.15) 
From (3.12), (3.13 ) and (3.14 ) it follows that 
$0 and ; (-G) > 0. (3.16) 
Therefore, we conclude that Theorems 1 and 2 apply to Eqs. (3.14) and 
(3.15) and hence to the Field-Noyes model (3.1 l)-(3.12). 
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As noted in Section 1, it is of interest to investigate time-independent 
solutions (x(c), y(c)) of (3.9) and (3.10), 
Ax + F(x, y) = 0, (3.11) 
AY + G(x, Y, x,,S> = 0 (3.12) 
with (.x(c), y(c)) E D, Vc Define u =x -x0, u = y0 - y. Then (u, u) satisfy 
0 < u < 119 - x0, O<~VYy, (3.3) 
and Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) become 
4. PROOFS 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we require three technical lemmas which are 
extensions to systems of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 of Gidas, Ni 
and Nirenberg [4, pp. 216-2193 for the scalar problem. 
Given an arbitrarily chosen direction which we may assume to be x, we 
move a hyperplane from infinity towards R retaining its normal in the 
positive x, directions. Let y = (1,O ,..., 0) and recall from Section 2 the 
definitions of ,I,, ,I,, J.*, Z(1), P(n), TA for ,I, < 1 <A,. For a given E > 0 
and x0 E XI define 
and 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x0 E ?%2 such that v&J > 0. Choose E > 0 sz&ciencly 
small so that vi(x) > 0, Vx E S,. For each i, 1 < i< n, assume that 
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ui E C2(Bc), ui > 0 in 52, and Ui = 0 on XI,. Then there exists 6 > 0 
(independent of i) such that aUi/ax, < 0 in 52,. 
For the statement of Lemma 4.2 we need a definition. Let I+ E [A, f A,) and 
x E X(A). Then define ,I? to be the reflection of x in the pIane ?“. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A E [A,, A,,). Suppose that for sotie i (1 < i < n) the 
function l&i satisfies 
+0, Ui(X) < Uj(.d) bUt #i(X) f Uj(X’) in X(A). (44 1 
Then U;(X) < Ui(x”) in Z(A) and aui/ax, < 0 on R n TA. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let u = (u, ,..., u,,) satisfy 
AUi +A(u t ,..., u,,) = 0 in 52 (I< i ,< n), 
Ui>OinR and uirOinxEL%2 (1 <i<n). 
If for SOMe i, &i/aXl = 0 at some point in B f~ TA,, then Ui is symmetric 
in the plane TJ, andQ=CWZr’U(T,,CM). 
Completion of proof of Theorem 1. We may assume without loss of 
generality that the ball 0 is centered at x = 0 in I?“. Then Lemma 4.3 
implies, fur any choice of X, axis, and each i, that 
l9Ui 
ax<O 
for x, > 0. 
1 
Thus, &i/&, > 0 for X, < 0 and aUj/aXl= 0 for x1 = 0. Therefore 
Lemma 4.3 implies that ui is symmetric in x,. Since x, is arbitrarily chosen, 
it follows that ui is radially symmetric for each i, and &j/~x, < 0 for 
O<r<R. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Assume that r’ has been chosen and is held fixed. 
Since ui > 0 in ~2,, then ~uilav < 0 on 3.0,. Also, vI(xo) > 0 implies that 
v, > 0 on S, for small E > 0. Therefore, auj/&, < 0 on S,. If the lemma 
were fake, then there is a sequence Ix’)j,, c 52, with lim,,, J? = x0 and such 
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that aUi(Xj)/aX, > 0. For each j the interval in the positive x, direction from 
xj intersects S, at a point CE~ where aUi(a’)/aXi < 0. Thus, since 
lim.,, uj = x0, we conclude that 
aui(xO) a2ui(xO) o 
---=,ax; =. 8X, 
(4.3) 
Case (i). j@) = 0. Then in Q,, ui satisfies 
AUi +A(u~ 1*.-y u,) = fi(b) = 0; 
hence, by the mean value theorem there exist functions c,(x),..., c,,(x) defined 
for x E B and with values in R* such that 
“7 a! - 
AUK + ‘Y - (‘j(X)) Uj = 0. 
,T, aUj (4.4) 
From condition (1.3) and since uj > 0 in Q,, Vi, it follows that 
An application of Lemma 2.2 to -ui shows that &,(x0)/& < 0; hence 
8ui(x0)/8x, < 0, contradicting (4.3). 
Case (ii). h(o) # 0. If we prove that 
a2ui(x*) 
CYXj 8X, 
= -f,(O) "j VI > (4.5) 
then setting j= I= 1 in (4.5), we obtain a contradiction to (4.3). Since 
~ui(xO)/~x, = 0, v,(xJ > 0 and Vui(x,,) = cv(x,) for some c, it follows that 
VUi(XO) = 0. (4.6) 
Let TX, denote the tangent space to &? at x0 and let t, E TX, and x(s) a path 
in %2 such that x(0) = x, and a(O) = fO. Then z+(x(s)) E 0; hence 
Vu,(xJ * t, = 0. (4.7) 
Next, let t, E TX, be arbitrarily chosen and let t(.s) be a path in T,(,, such 
that t(O) = t,. Then t(s) . Vu,(x(s)) E 0 from which it follows that 
1, . (V2Ui(XO) . to) = 0, (4.8) 
where V*Ui(Xo) E (a’Ui(x,)/8Xj a~~)~,~. 
505/42/3-9 
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Further we note that Vu,(x(s)) . v(x(s)) < 0, Vs since ui > 0 in. R. From 
this, and (4.6), we conclude that 
v(x()) * (V’u,(x,) * t,) = 0. (4.9) 
Thus, (4.8) and (4.9) imply that m - 1 eigenvalues of V’u(x,) are zero. Since 
f;,(O) # 0, V’u(x,) has one non-zero eigenvalue, A. Let (ti, ,,,., ti,,-, } denote 
an orthonormal basis for TX,. Extend this basis to (a,,..., b,-, , v(x,)}, an 
orthonormal basis of R”‘. Define the n x n matrix P by coli = Cj 
(1 ,< j < n - l), and col, = v(xO). Then we obtain 
0 0 
PTV2U,(X,)P = \ 
i i 
0 * (4.10) 
a I 
Since P is orthogonal, it follows from (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) that V%,(x,) = 
(A.v,vJI,,. From this and Eq. (1.1) it follows that A = -fi(0). This completes 
the proof of Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let 1 E [I.,, A,). For each i= l,.., n define the 
function 
hi(X) = Ui(x-y for x E Z’(A). 
Then h, satisfies 
dhi +f,(hI Tee*9 h,) = 0 in Z’(A). 
Define w!(x) = h,(x) - r+(x) in Z’(A), i = l,..., n. Then wi satisfies 
dw, +fi(h, ,**-, h,) -fi(u, ,***, U”) = 0, i = l,..., n. (4.11) 
Thus, it follows from the Mean Value Theorem and condition (1.3) that there 
are functions cik(x) with cik > 0 for i # k such that 
dw, + 2 cik(x) wk(x) = 0 in Z’(A). 
k=I 
(4.12) 
Note that wi = 0 on R n T, for each i. From this, (1.3), (4. l), the maximum 
principle, and Lemma 2 it follows that 
wi < 0 in Z’(A) and 
aWi 
Z>Oon T,nf2 (4.13) 
1 
for i = I,..., n. 
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Thus, 8u,/axi < 0 on 52 n TA and the proof of Lemma 4.2 is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. First, since v,(x) > 0 for x E %? n &E(A)), it 
follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
$<O and Ui(X) < U[(XA) VxEZ(1) and 1 <i&n (4.14) 
1 
if A, - i > 0 is sufftciently small. Decrease A below 1, until a critical value 
,u > I, is reached beyond which (4.14) is no longer true for some uj. Then 
(4.14) holds for uj for 1 > ,U while, for A= ,B, 
au’<0 
ax, ’ 
and uj(x) < uj(x") for x E E(A). (4.15) 
Case (i). ,U > A,. Let x0 E Z’(l)\T,. Then xf E R. Since 0 = Uj(Xo) < 
Uj(Xg), Us f Uj(X”) in .?&a). Therefore, Lemma 4.2 implies that (4.14) holds 
for A =,u. Thus &,/ax, < 0 on 0 n T,, . This and Lemma 4.1 imply that 
there is an E > 0 such that 
gj<o in Rn{x(x, >p---E}. 
I 
Thus, the definition of p implies that there is an increasing sequence 
&hEN 5 01 - E,,u), with lim k+oo 1, =,u, such that for each k there is a point 
xk E Z(A,) for which 
uj(x/r) > ujCxfk>* (4.17) 
Some subsequence which we may call (xJksSJ converges to a point x E .Z@) 
as k + 03. Hence, Us > ui(x”). Since (4.14) holds for 1 =,u, x E Z@). If 
x 6? T,, then x” E R; hence 0 = Uj(X) < uj(x”), a contradiction. Therefore, 
x E T,, and x” = x. For k large, however, the line segment joining xk to .@ is 
contained in R. Therefore, from (4.17) and the Mean Value Theorem it 
follows that there is a point y, in this line segment such that ~u~(Y,J/~x, > 0. 
Since lim,,, yk = X, aUj(X)/aXi > 0, a contradiction. 
Case (ii). ,u = A,. Since case (i) led to a contradiction, it follows that 
(4.14) holds for 1 > A,. Therefore, (4.2) is proved. Next, suppose that there 
is a j for which &,/ax, = 0 at some point in R n TA,. Then Lemma 4.2 
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implies that uj(x) s uj(x) in Z@,). Therefore, uj is symmetric in T,,. Since 
Uj > 0 in I;@,) and uj = 0 on X!, we conclude that R = Z UC’ U T,, and 
the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we choose an 
arbitrary direction, which we may assume to be x, and move a hyperplane 
from infinity towards R along the x,-axis. Recall the definitions of I,, A,, 
T,, Z(n) and C’(A) for 1 E [A,, A,]. 
We first follow the proof of Theorem A given by Serrin [6] and show that 
R is symmetric about the plane TA,. Since this is true for an arbitrarily 
chosen direction and since R is simply connected, then s2 must be a ball. An 
application of Theorem 1 then showns that Ui is radially symmetric for each i 
and that au,/& < 0 for 0 < r < R. 
In order to show that R is symmetric about TA, we proceed as in the proof 
of Lemma 4.2 and introduce the functions h, (1 < i ,< n) defined by 
hi(X) = pi for xEZ’@,)and l<i<n. 
Then for each i the function hi satisfies Eq. (4.11) with boundary conditions 
hi = Ui on 87(1,) n TA,, (4.18) 
hi=0 and 2 = Ci on ~?Z’(nr) n comp(T,,). (4.19) 
Further we define 
wi = hi - ui in C’(I,) for 1 <i< n. 
Then as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 it follows that for 1 < i < n, 
dWi f cii wi < 0 in ,Y(&), (4.20) 
wi = 0 on a,!?(&) n TA,, (4.21) 
WI z 0 on &Z’(A,) n comp(T,,). (4.22) 
Arguments exactly the same as those in the proof of Lemma 4.3 show that 
wi 2 0 in Z’@,) for 1 Q i< n. (4.23) 
Thus, from the strong version of the maximum principle [S, p. 651 either 
wi > 0 in Z’(n,), (4.24) 
or 
wt z 0 in Z’(&) (4.25) 
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for 1 < i Q n. If (4.25) holds for each i, then R is symmetric about TA,, We 
assume, therefore, that (4.24) holds for some i. Recall that for 1= 1, either 
(a) Z’(A,) is internally tangent to the boundary of 0 at some point 
P G T, or 
(b) T.k, is orthogonal to the boundary of B at some point Q. 
Suppose that case (a) holds; that C’(A,) is internally tangent to the 
boundary of J? at a point P. Then w,(P) = 0. Therefore, Lemma 2.2 shows 
that &i(P)/& < 0, contradicting the fact that 
Thus, we assume that for some i there is a point Q E aR where Tn, is 
orthogonal to %2. It now follows exactly as the proof given by Serrin [6, pp. 
308-3091 that wi has a zero of order two at Q. This and an application of 
Lemma 2.6 leads to a contradiction, 
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